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Modelling of the Microgravity Environment of the Man Tended Free Flyer (MTFF)

Dr. W. Wohlke, MBB/ERNO
ERNO Raumfahrttechnik GmbH, Hiinefeldstr. 1-5, Bremen

1.0 Notation

Abstract
One of the major purposes of the International Space Station
(ISS) and MTFF is the performance of experiments and
processes in a very low gravity environment. Considering the
user's demands upon the microgravity quality, it appears
more and more difficult to meet the corresponding requirements under worst case constraints. In this situation, the
availability of an overall model as a tool for the assessment
of the microgravity quality is of utmost importance.
Based upon a critical review of the microgravity requirement
in the time and frequency domain the present paper des
cribes the development of an overall microgravity model to
analyse both the low frequency microgravity disturbance
sources such as air drag, gravity gradient and S/C dynamic
and the high frequency microgravity disturbance sources
such as reaction wheels, fluid loops, gyros etc.
The computerization of the comprehensive model exhibits
the benefits of a computer aided design and engineering of
future orbital systems, such as design optimization on
system, subsystem, and assembly level with a quick access
to various representations of microgravity performance such
as vector fields, amplitude spectra, time profiles and envelopes.

Abbreviations
c.o.m.
FEM
ISS
MGIM
MTFF
PM
P/L
S/C

Keywords : Microgravity Environment, Man Tended Free
Flyer, Amplitude Spectra, Vector Fields.
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:

Centre of mass
Finite Element Modal Analysis
International Space Station
Microgravity Isolation Mount
Man Tended Free Flyer
Pressurized Module
Payload
Spacecraft
centre of mass
atmospheric drag
surface elment or flexible appendage
tank element
maximum
vector from inertial frame to S/C c.o.m.
payload
rigid body
magnetic torquer
total
coordinates of a vector
vector or matrix mark
derivation of variable
S/C coordinate system
transpose script of vector or matrix
inverse
maximum
matrices of the state space description
angle between 1 and b
double side acceleration spectrum
minimal angle between land b
translatory acceleration vector
dead band zone
magnetic field vector
delta function
damping coefficient
earth gravitational constant
force vectors
air density
cylinder length

m
rn
n
P
r, S
T
t
U
u
y
x

y

-3

angles between reference attitude
and present S/C attitude
mode vector for flex, appendages or tanks
proportional feedback gain
without subscript unit matrix, otherwise
inertia matrix
angular velocity
participation factors with index k
angular momentum
diameter of the cylinder
mass
dipole moment of magnetrc torquers
number of surface parts
number of modes for one element
distance or position vector
transformation matrix
torque vectors
gravitational potential
input vector
translatory velocity
state vector
output vector
2.0

-2-1

_1

log.
frequency (Hz)

log.
acceleration (jug)

Figure 3.0.a : MTFF Microgravity Requirement
The following example is given to provide a substantial in
sight into the actual meaning of the requirement definition
in the time and frequency domain.
Example : In Figure 3.0. b a S/C platform with two harmonic
disturbance sources f-| and ^2 ' s shown. The disturbance
sources are assumed to be electrical motor with different
rotatjpns GJ -j and oj>2 an d different disturbance forces f-|
and f«

Introduction

The microgravity research in future orbital systems MTFF
and ISS requires a high microgravity quality over a long
duration under the influence of cost and delivery time, see
reference (1). For the S/C designer a deep insight into the
microgravity environment of future orbital systems is neces
sary to satisfy the user demands under the economic con
straints by a systematic design optimization.
One fundamental starting point of the S/C design under
microgravity is the definition of the required microgravity
quality by the P/L users. An unambiguous requirement
interpretation is of major interest for users and S/C designer,
which is repeated in the following section.
For the design of a S/C with microgravity as major objective,
the following approach seems to be necessary :

f -j = f-j COS (co-j t)

f

=

P/L

1. Deep understanding of the microgravity requirement.
2. Modelling of the microgravity S/C environment.
3. Determination of the microgravity quality.
4. If necessary, S/C design optimization to achieve com
pliance with the corresponding requirement by minimi
zation of significant disturbance sources.

Figure 3.0.b : S/C Platform with two Disturbance Sources
With the total mass m the acceleration can be calculated by
the equation

This paper outlines the approach for the points 1,2 and 4
with the priority to the low frequency microgravity distur
bance sources as air drag, earth gravitational field and the
interaction between forces and torques and the resulting
acceleration at the P/L.
A computerization of the microgravity model exhibits the
benefit of an efficient investigation of the present S/C
microgravity environment and a quick identification of
critical disturbance sources.

(3.0-1)

a(t)= -•

which gives an amplitude spectrum of
/N

A(CO) =

/N

~ 6(o)-o)i) +
(3.0-3)

3.0 System Microgravity Requirement

/\

= — - 1.0 ug
With —
r-3 .* w-i = 2-rr0.1 S"1 and
mm

To guarantee a MTFF and ISS system design under high
demands upon the microgravity quality, the user defined
the following MTFF microgravity requirement in the
frequency domain.
Definition : The microgravity requirement is met, if and
only if the resulting amplitude acceleration spectrum at the
P/L rack is below the limit shown in Figure 3.0.a.

oj 2 ~ 2-R0.4 s~1 the result is represented in Figure 3.0.c. •
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This interpretation guarantees microgravity as a design
driver for the future MTFF and ISS.
The often so-called DC-value or quasi DC-value shall be
defined as amplitude at the frequency f = 0 Hz, which is
then fully consistent with the microgravity requirement
cjefinition in the frequency domain.
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4.0 Air Drag Acceleration
Atmospheric drag is a significant microgravity disturbance
source of a S/C in a low earth orbit. The air drag forces
and torques act on the S/C body and cause a deceleration
along the flight path and an angular acceleration around the
S/C principal axes. The equations for the mathematical
description of air drag forces fpj and torques tp can be
written as :
n
(4.0-1)
for i = 1,2, ...,n
,
1D = E i

Fourier
Transformation

-r-*>

and

n
I D - E R.-l

Figure S.O.c : Representation of the Microgravity Require
ment in the Time and Frequency Domain
The example outlines, that the disturbance acceleration pro
file exceeds the 1 jug acceleration mark in the time domain,
but the 1 jug requirement is met in the frequency domain.
Thus, the 1 jug requirement does not necessarily mean, that
the instanteneous acceleration is always below or equal 1 jug.
It means only, that the disturbance acceleration spectrum is
below the limit spectrum shown in Figure S.O.a.
Moreover, an arbitarily high disturbance acceleration may
be tolerable in the time domain, if the disturbance accelera
tion profile composed of harmonic oscillation at discrete
frequencies.
Additionally, the microgravity requirement shall be inter
preted as worst case requirement, that means that the dis
turbance acceleration shall be only calculated under worst
case assumptions, e.g. maximum solar activity during
mission.
No.

Plane Normal
Vector n
(m)

Plane Position
Vector r
(m)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

0
0
1
-100

1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.85
1.85
1.85
1.85
1.85
-4.11
0.46
0.0

No.

13

0
0
1
-100
1
0
0
-1
0
0
0
0-1
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
-1
00-1
000

0

0

-3.55

0.0

(4.0-2)

i = 1,2,

:D Aj

for areas

9(nT *y)y

1 :=1

(4.0-3)
for cylinders

0 ~r
-rtf

0 -rx
r, 0

(4.0-4)

The calculation of air drag forces fp and torques tp is based
upon a S/C surface model and an air density modeL The S/C
surface model describes for each surface part i the drag co
efficient.CD, the area A, the area unit vector n, and the dis
tance vector j;T = (rx , ry , rz ) to the S/C-c.o.m. An example
of the MTFF surface model is given in Table 4.0.a w.r.t. the
Figure 4.0.b.

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.59
1.59
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
-13.25
0.0

Area
Ao
(m 2 )

Surface Mark

91
91
91
91
10.14
10.14
11.77
11.77
8.71
12.95
0.64
0.0

S/A 1
S/A 1
S/A 2
S/A 2
R/M
R/M
R/M
R/M
R/M
P/M
Antenna
R/M-P/M-Plane

Area
(m 2 )

Coordinates, of the
Cylinder (m)

Direction of the
Cylinder (m)
1

11.5
11.5
-11.5
-11.5
0.0
0.0
-1.35
1.37
0.0
0.0
0.2
0.0

for

with

0.0

9.2

Table 4.0.a : Surface Model
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. Radius
(m)
2.03

Surface Mark

PM/RM Cylinder

A test mass or a payload outside the S/C-c.o.m in the region
iBo ~ 5l < <|Rol under9° es tne Gravitational acceleration of

B = - -^3 B

-

(5.0-3)

The difference between equation (5.0-2) and (5.0-3)
defines the microgravity disturbance acceleration V by the
equation

10

H
^
I = ""^3~B^^-3R0 -a

(5.0-4)

between the S/C-c.o.m. and the payload. From appendix
the equation can be formulated as

This equation describes the earth gravitational field in the
inertial frame. To achieve a universal equation for any S/C
orientation a transformation between the inertial coordinate
system and the MTFF coordinate system is necessary and
defined as
T r'

(5.0-6)

with the transformation matrix T and the existence of its
inverse. With
(5.0-7)
the equation (5.0-5) can be written as

Figure 4.0.b : MTFF Surface Model Break Down Approach
The air density 9 can be calculated by several air density
models as Simple Exponential Models (SEM), Harris-Priester
(HP), Jacchia-Roberts (JR), Mass Spectrometer and Inco
herent Scatter Measurement (MSIS), Cospar International
Atmosphere (CIRA), and the Marshall Space Flight Center/
Jacchia 70 (MSFC/J70), see reference (4) to (9).

- I"1 11' ~ 2 I"1 T i1 - a1 .

(5.0-8)

This equation describes the features of the earth gravita
tional field on the microgravity environment as demonstrated
in the following two examples.

The main input parameters are the solar activity F10.7, the
average solar activity F10.7, the geomagnetic index Ap or
Kp, and the orbit altitude h. A selection of these values shall
be based on worst case assumptions, that means maximum
values of the solar activity and the geomagnetic index by a
minimum operational orbit altitude.

Example 1 : S/C in Sun Orientation
A S/C in sun orientation is represented in Figure 5.0.a and
described by the transformation matrix

T := I

(5.0-9)

and the position vector

5.0 Earth Gravity Gradient Field

R0 := I cos(cot) , sin(o)t), Oj

This section describes the microgravity acceleration of a
payload caused by the earth gravitational field. For our
purpose it is sufficient to take only the significant term of
the earth gravitational field into account, which can be
stated as
U =-

The equation (5.0-8) then yields into the form

1- 3cos2 (o)t)

-|sin(2o)t) 0

-|sin(2o3t) 1-3sin2 (o)t) 0

(5.0-1)

I Bo I

(5.0-10)

(5.0-11)

with the earth gravitational constant ju and the vector R o
between the earth centre and the S/C-c.o.m. The gravitational
acceleration due to the given gravitational potential (5.0-1)
of a S/C at the position R Q including a disturbance accelera
tion a is given by
Qo "" 3

with co^ = /I/R O , a' = 0 and a time invariant distance vector
r_' to the P/L. During orbiting the gravitational acceleration
is time variant, see Figure 5.0.b. An additional form of
description, see Figure 5.0.c and 5.0.d can be given by an
envelope, which describes all points in the S/C coordinate
system with the same acceleration during orbiting.
The gravity gradient vector field in the x', y'-plane is shown
in Figure 5.0.e.

(5.0-2)
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SUN

80

100

Time (min)

Figure 5.0.b : Acceleration Profiles w.r.t. Equation
(5.0-11)

Figure 5.0.a : S/C Orientation

SUN

Figure 5.0.C : Microgravity Envelope of the Represented S/C Orientation

SUN

Figure 5.0.d : Approximated Microgravity Envelope of the Represented S/C Orientation
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SUN
Figure B.O.e : Vector Field in X', Y' - Plane
w.r.t. Figure 5.0.a and cot = 0

Example 2 : S/C in Earth Orientation.

The S/C coordinate system for a earth oriented S/C is
shown in Figure 5.0.f and described by the transformation
matrix
)
T :=

sin(wt)

0

-sin(oot) -cos(cot)

0

0

0

1

(5.0-12)

Figure 5.0.f : S/C in Earth Orientation

and the position vector
R0 •= [cos(cot) , sin(o)t) , OJ

.

(5.0-13)

The equation (5.0-8) yields with equation (5.0—12) and
(5.0-13) to
3.0
r1 = -,

0.0
-1.0J

O

(5.0-14)

O

with co = AI/R O , a.' = Q and a time invariant r_'. The results
of the equation (5.0—14) are depicted as an envelope and a
vector field in Figure 5.0.g and 5.0.h. It is important to note
that the equation describes a constant vector field during
orbiting.

Figure 5.0.h : Vector Field

Orbit Plane

^mi^
\v \ < v w^} VY) V> >:

Figure 5.0.g : Microgravity Envelope for the Depicted Earth Oriented S/C Orientation
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The two examples have shown the significant impact of the
S/C orientation on the microgravity environment. Different
features are identified, for example, the gravity gradient
vector field is time variant in a sun oriented S/C and time
invariant in an earth oriented S/C. The coverage of the
microgravity envelope with the laboratory is one possibility
to optimize the microgravity environment.
The next considered microgravity disturbance source is the
S/C dynamic, which represents the interaction between
forces and torques and the resulting translatory and angular
acceleration.
6.0 MTFF Overall System Dynamic
The differences between the disturbance forces/torques and
control forces/torques act on the flexible S/C, cause a fuel
sloshing, an excitation of the flexible appendages, and an
acceleration of the microgravity laboratory.
With respect to Figure G.O.a the translatory acceleration is
caused by air drag, solar pressure, and other induced distur
bance forces and control forces. During the operational
phase of the MTFF no control force operations are fore
seen, because a compensation of the significant air drag dis
turbance forces seems to be not feasible with the present

Air
Density
Model

selected sun orientation of the MTFF and the available
thruster and S/A drive technology. A compensation of this
disturbance acceleration, see dashed lines in Figure G.O.a,
requires a thrust vector always against the flight direction
and a controllable thrust level with a high specific impulse.
At present, a thruster with a controllable thrust level and
a high specific impulse is not available, so that a change in
the orientation will not take place.
Additionally, the Figure G.O.a depicts the angular accelera
tion co, which is caused by the difference between control
and disturbance torques. The disturbance torques are
mainly generated by air drag, gravity gradient, and other
induced disturbance torques. A significant induced distur
bance torque is caused by antenna motion during the opera
tional phase of the MTFF. To design a smooth controller a
limitation of the angular acceleration seems to be necessary
under the present required pointing accuracy and the
microgravity requirement.
The translatory acceleration a, the angular velocity co, and
the angular acceleration co are input functions for the calcu
lation of the total microgravity disturbance acceleration of
the P/L under the impact of the resulting forces and torques.

S/C
Surface
Model

Air Drag

Gravity Gradient

Solar Pressure

Induced
Disturbances

Forces Torques

Forces Torques

Forces Torques

Forces Torques

IP/L
1

-X
Ref

&

r

1

i1

Orbital — *
Controller

ion _

Orbital
Control
Devices

)

r

K>— —> S/C Dynamic
F orces

iL
CO

*-

Fuel Sloshing
Rigid Body Dynamics
Flexible Appendages

Ref
ude
Attitude
Attitude ——>
j>>
Control
Controller
Devices

Toi-ques^ r
—K>-*

Figure G.O.a : Block Diagram of the S/C Dynamic
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6.1 Translatory and Rotational MTFF Dynamic
During the microgravity operational phase the MTFF can be
considered as a S/C with a central rigid body and flexible
appendages, see Figure 6.1.a.

DSR-Antenna

Resource Module (RM)

Pressurized Module (PM)

Figure 6.1.a : MTFF Structure
The central rigid body consists of the RM and the PM. The
flexible appendages are the S/A panels and the antenna
boom. The mathematical description of this flexible S/C
requires an input data set as shown in Table 6.1.a. For the
rigid body the total mass m, the inertia matrix IRB and the
vector rcom from the geometric centre to the centre of mass
is needed. A flexible appendage, e.g. S/A panel is described
by the vector jr' between the geometric centre and the link
point, a transformation matrix J_ between the centre body
coordinate system and the flexible body coordinate system,
and a data set to define the modal mass motion as participa
tion factors LK, number of modes p, mode vector £7, the
residual mass matrix M r , and the damping coefficient d.
The effect of fuel sloshing requires a similar data set for the
mathematical formulation, the link vector _r' to the tanks,
the transformation matrix T between the central body and
the tank coordinates, the number of modes p, the mode
vector ft, the modal masses m-j, m2, . . . m p , the residual
mass m r, the residual arm h o/ and the total fluid mass mtotWith the described input data a state space description can
be derived in the following form :
x = Ax + B u

(6.1-1)

y = Cx

(6.1-2)

torques caused by air drag, gravity gradient, attitude control
and other induced disturbance sources. The output vector
defines the interaction between input forces and torques
and their resulting angular rates and translatory velocity.
The angular and translatory acceleration is a part of the
derivation of the state vector x, which is illustrated in
Figure 6.1.b. The total acceleration can then be calculated
by

itot = § + [y x IP/L + w x (o> x I p/L )J

(6.0-3)

with the distance vector £p/ L between the c.o.m. and the
P/L.
Rigid Body
total mass
inertia matrix
vector to c.o.m.

m
IflB
Icom
Fuel Sloshing

Flexible Appendage
vector to link point
transformation matrix
participation factors
number of modes
mode vector
residual mass matrix
damping coefficient

The mathematical formulation is too complex to describe
here the transformation between the input data and the
state space description (6.1-1) and (6.1-2), see reference
(10). The input vector JLJ describes the resulting forces and

rj
Ii
kki
Pi
_
Mri
di

f

vector to link point
transformation matrix
1J
mode masses
mi, m2 . . . m pj
number of modes
Pj
mode vector
Hi
m rj
residual mass
damping coefficient
dj
total fluid mass
m totj
hoj
residual arm

Table 6.1.a : Input Data Set of a Rigid Body, Flexible
Appendage i and Tank j.
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1.

Input :
— Angular Momentum of Reaction Wheels
— Earth Magnetic Field Vector

2.

Parameter :
— Maximal Magnetic Dipol Moment
— Proportional Feedback Gain
— Dead Band Zone
— Minimal angle between J^and b

3.

Algorithm : •
— Calculation of the angle a between
the vectors J_ and b
— If a > 0 then

-

begin
m =

Figure 6.1 .b : State Space Description of the MTFF Dynamic

(-kpixb);

|b_2|
= +m
> 0 then m
mav |> 7 and Iml
/|m
if |m|
——
•—
-—'
—— llluAl
——

6.2 Attitude Control Strategy

if |m|/|m max |> 7 and |m| < 0 then m = -m.
if |m|/|m max < 7 then m = 0

As outlined in Figure G.O.a the attitude control loop con
sists of the attitude controller, the attitude control actuators
and the S/C rotational dynamics. In Figure 6.2.a the attitude
control loop is shown in more detail to give an insight
into the origin of the angular acceleration.

IT = — x k
end
else TT = 0
Figure 6.2.b : Desaturation Algorithm
Moreover another step disturbance torque can be added to
the desaturation torque, which can result in a higher angular
acceleration. During the operational phase step disturbance
torques shall be avoided or minimized in their levels. If this
is not possible by S/C design, a feedforward compensation
is recommended.
The attitude control law shall minimize the angular accele
ration caused by disturbance torques. The control law
design depends on the parameters which describe the rota
tional S/C dynamic. These parameters depend on the fuel
mass and the S/C mass, which change slowly during the
whole mission duration. To minimize the angular accelera
tion a parameter adaptive control law or a robust pole
assignment shall be taken into account.

Disturbance Torques
Reference
Attitude

Attitude

Figure 6.2.a : MTFF Attitude Control Loop

7.0 Superposition

As pointed out in Figure 6.2.3, the primary control actua
tors are the reaction wheels. The disadvantage of reaction
wheels are the needed desaturation logic to compensate the
secular part of the disturbance torques during one orbit
revolution with magnetic torquers. For the desaturation the
angular momentum J_ and the magnetic field vector JD is
used.

The effects of the earth gravitational field and the impact of
the control forces and torques on the S/C can be integrated
by combination of equation (6.0—3) and (5.0—8) with
a' = atot- This result is the acceleration ? (t) at the P/L rack
described by the distance vector £' =£p/|_. The acceleration
includes
—
—
—
—
—
—

Presently, as depicted in Figure 6.2.b, the desaturation logic
with magnetic torquers acts as additional disturbance torque
on the attitude control loop in the form of step functions.
These step functions cannot be compensated in the points
of their origin.

impact of air drag forces and torques
if necessary solar pressure forces and torques
significant induced disturbance forces and torques
impact of fuel sloshing and flexible appendages
controller design
earth gravitational effect in S/C coordinates

With this acceleration several representations can be genera
ted as amplitude spectra, time profiles, vector fields and
envelopes, as partly shown in the examples.
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8.0 Other Induced Disturbance Sources

9.0 Summary

The MTFF equipment, e.g. fluid loops, reaction wheels,
gyros, etc. causes vibrations in the higher frequency regions,
see ref. (3). The approach to perform a rough assessment of
the vibration levels at the P/L racks is described in the
following points :

The challenge of the advanced microgravity quality of
future orbital systems requires a detailed modelling of the
microgravity environment and an optimization of the S/C
design.

1.

Identification of all disturbance sources and assessment
of force and torque spectra by analysis and component
test.

2.

Identification of the force to acceleration and torque to
angular acceleration transfer function between the dis
turbance source and the P/L by FEM analysis and
measurement investigations.

3.

Multiplication of the force spectra with the force to
acceleration transfer function and multiplication of the
torque spectra with the torque to angular acceleration
transfer function.

4.

Determination of the resulting acceleration spectra at
the P/L rack.

The basis for this work is the microgravity requirement,
which shall be defined precisely enough and unambiguously.
To satisfy the user demands, it is necessary to develop a
model of the microgravity environment. This was given in
the context of a superposition of the low frequency microgravity disturbance sources of air drag, gravity gradient and
special induced disturbance sources under the impact of
the S/C dynamic including fuel sloshing and flexible appen
dages. This model exhibits new ways of optimization
which was partly shown by the microgravity envelope
coverage within the MTFF laboratory, the MTFF attitude
controller design and the discussion of air drag compensa
tion.
Additionally the model approach to analyse the higher
frequency microgravity disturbance sources was outlined
with.a critical review of the optimization strategy due to the
application of receiver damping, especially MGIM. Presently,
the model approach shall be improved to minimize the
difference between the true acceleration spectrum and the
assessed worst case acceleration spectrum. This can be done
with a detailed assessment of disturbance sources and an
identification of the transfer functions.
Presently, the ongoing computerization of these models
shall demonstrate the benefit of a computer aided S/C
design tool, which shall support the challenge to realize the
advanced microgravity quality.

This approach is difficult to perform, because the compo
nent characteristics are often unknown, a part of S/S are
distributed, the transfer functions are difficult to identify
in the higher frequency region without an engineering
model and the sum of acceleration spectra depends on the
phase information, which is in most cases not available.
Presently, the practical approach is based only on one
generalized worst case transfer function between disturbance
source and P/L and a summation of the squared amplitude
spectra. With this practical approach the microgravity re
quirement seems to be not achievable with the present
MTFF equipment. Therefore a new or detailed approach or
a reduction of the disturbance vibration is necessary. If a
detailed approach is not sufficient, an improvement of the
components including source damping is recommended. The
often so-called active receiver damping (MGIM,see ref. (11))
is only recommended for a P/L, whose induced microgravity
disturbance acceleration is significantly lower than the
microgravity disturbance acceleration from the MTFF
equipment, because otherwise the acceleration with receiver
dampers can be higher.

Acknowledgement
This work has been supported by the ESA/ESTEC project
COLUMBUS.

But all arguments to improve the environment are based on
a rough assessment, which shall be improved by theoretical
work, detailed microgravity analyses and tests of compo
nents, and detailed investigation to describe the transfer
functions. A computerization, for example storage of
acceleration spectra of components and transfer functions
or generation of amplitude spectra at the P/L, seems to be
helpful for a detailed analysis.
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10.0 Appendix
,-3.
Approximation for r~
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~
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